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Members of the Edwardsville/Glen Carbon Chamber of Commerce recently staffed the_sk at SIAD Account Payable & Tax Services, LLC located at 314 North Main St. in Edwardsville. For more information call 307-9150 or visit www.siadaccounting.com.
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The Edwardsville Intelligencer and the St. Louis Post Dispatch have merged to form the Edwardsville Intelligencer.
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In a statement, Mayor said her priority was to "serve with the utmost integrity" and concentrate on serving the "individual needs of my constituents as well as with other local leaders." Mayor said she was also working on "strengthening relationships within the community and building stronger partnerships." Mayor also thanked her staff and said she would continue to work hard to ensure the city's success.
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The idea that the tribe could run the side of the road as an "exclusive parking area" was rejected by the tribe's attorney, who said it would violate the tribe's rights to the property. The tribe's attorney said the tribe would prefer to use the property for cultural purposes.

Aldemaro Romero Jr. is the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville.

"It's a lot of apartments on a small piece of land," Brewer said. "It's a lot of apartments on a small piece of land." He added that the plan's light pollution created by cars in the parking lot and students congregating in various areas on the grounds.

"That was in the late 70s and early 80s," Willmott said. "That was when things were just starting to happen. You had some missionaries and all other Westerners moving in amongst the native people, this is the place where the Native Americans would gather. You have this group of Native Americans who were very interested in learning more about their culture and history.

"Dean Romero Jr. is the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville," she said. "I'm always working hard to understand the culture and history of the Native Americans."

"People might know them in the States but they're not really known here," she said. "It's a good idea and everybody got a true win win," she said. "I'm just hoping that in the future when other developments come forward they are handled like this.

"My father, who was a professor at SIU, was always pushing for a museum," she said. "I go I always work hard to understand the culture and history of the Native Americans."
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